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Toxic Treats Lantern 

Materials Dimensions Accessories/Tools/Etc. 
Basic Black card stock 4 @ 3 ¼” x 5 ½” 

4 @ 2 ½” x 2 3/8”  
2 @ ½” x 3” 
1@ 3 ¼” x 3 ¼” 

Stamp Pads: Stazon Black 

Vellum card stock 4 @ 2 ¼” x 2 3/8” Big Shot Die Cut Machine 
Silver Wire 12” Apothecary Accents Framelits 
2 3/8” Scallop Circle Punch  Labels Collection Framelits 
Battery Operated Tea Light  Lacy Brocade Embossing Folder 
Toxic Treats Stamp Set  Adhesives: Sticky Strip, Glue Dots 
    

 
Step-By-Step Directions 

 
   1. Die cut the oval frame shape from the Apothecary Accents Framelits using the 4 pieces of 3 ¼” x 5 

½” black card stock. Score the four 2 ½” x 2 3/8” black card stock piece at ¼” on the 2 3/8” 
side. Place one of the 2 ½” x 2 3/8” pieces on top of the oval framelit shape centering it top to 
bottom and lining up the non-scored edge with the edge of the framelit shape. Place the smallest 
Labels Collection framelit on top of both of these pieces and run this through the Big Shot, die 
cutting a window centered in both pieces. 

 
   2. Emboss the oval framelit shapes only using the Lacy Brocade embossing folder. 
 
   3. Stamp the Toxic Treats images onto the vellum pieces using Stazon Black and centering each on 

the vellum. Adhere the vellum pieces to the 2 ½” x 2 3/8” black card stock pieces centering the 
images in the window and leaving the ¼” scored flap uncovered. Trim off the corners of the 
vellum pieces so that they won’t show when you put the whole lantern together. 

 
   4. Apply Sticky Strip to the ¼” scored portion of the black/vellum window pieces and adhere them 

together to form a square lantern shape with the vellum on the outside of the square. Score the  
two ½” x 3” black card stock pieces at ¼” from each end. Adhere these together in a criss-cross 
pattern using a mini glue dot in the center. Fold up the scored ends and apply a small piece of 
Sticky Strip just to these ends. Snip in just slightly toward the center of the Scallop circle punch 
in between every two scallops. Sit the tea light in the center and fold the scallops up around it to 
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give it a little “seat.” Adhere this to the center of the criss-cross shape using a Mini Glue Dot 
forming the candleholder. Adhere the candleholder to the inside of the lantern square centering 
one of the arms of the candleholder on each panel of the 2 ½” x 2 3/8” black cardstock so that 
the bottom of the candleholder is level with the bottom of the lantern shape.  

 
5. Adhere the oval framelit shapes on top of the vellum, lining up the windows on the black pieces – 

you’ll be able to see through the vellum to do this – so that the vellum is sandwiched between the 
two black pieces. The edges of the oval shapes will bow out slightly when they touch each other 
on the sides.  

 
6.  Use a paper piercer to pierce a small hole in two opposite sides of the lantern just above the 

window so that you go through both pieces of black card stock. Bend the wire in half and twist a 
few times to form a loop to hang the lantern. Thread one end of your wire through one of the 
holes and coil the end. Do this on the other side and coil the ends until the loop is centered inside 
the lantern and reaches your desired hanging length. 

 
 
PRODUCT ITEM # PRICE PAGE 
Basic Black card stock 121045 $6.95 156 
Vellum card stock  101856 $6.50 160 
Stazon Black Ink Pad  101406 $7.95 157 
BIG SHOT Die Cutting Machine 113439 $99.95 186 
Apothecary Accents Framelits  127003 $24.95 191 
Labels Collection Framelits 125598 $26.95 191 
Lacy Brocade Embossing Folder 127819 $7.95 Mini p 6 
2 3/8” Scallop Circle Punch 127811 $15.95 Mini p 7 
Toxic Treats Stamp Set (clear) 127901 $20.95 Mini p 25 
Toxic Treats Stamp Set (wood) 127898 $28.95 Mini p 25 
Snail Adhesive (472”) 104332 $6.95 177 
  Or REFILL (472”) 104331 $4.50 177 
Sticky Strip (10 yds) 104294 $6.95 177 
Stampin Dimensionals (300) 104430 $3.95 177 
Mini Glue Dots (300) 103683 $4.95 177 
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